From October 5 to 8, 2007, the AES Convention will return to New York City for what is gearing up to be another record-breaking event. It will be held at the Javits Center in Manhattan where you will have easy access to all of the cultural and business opportunities in the "Big Apple".

AES attracts professionals and enthusiasts

For over 50 years, the AES has been the largest gathering of audio professionals and enthusiasts on the globe, attracting delegates from over 100 countries worldwide.

The pro audio exhibition, technical sessions, exhibitor and application seminars are but a few of the assets that our visitors and participants benefit from.

Benefits for the audio community: Shaping the world of audio

AES is the one pro audio event that combines exhibits with high-profile technical sessions and user seminars. In doing so, we bring together the pro-audio scientific elite, the leading manufacturers, the decision-makers and users and enthusiasts from around the world.